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Detection time for word-initial phonemes is faster when the phoneme is followed by a vowel (as in band) than when the phoneme is part of a cluster (as in brand or bland). We investigated this effect as a function of the model which subjects were given for the target phoneme (e.g., /b/ as in blue”). Subjects listened for word-initial target phonemes in continuous utterances. The targets occurred in single-phoneme, /r/ cluster or /l/ cluster onsets. Each type of word produced faster responses when the target had been modeled with the same onset. No such effects were found with consonant-vowel onsets; the “matching model” effect is specific to syllabic onsets, and suggests that word-initial clusters are perceived as integral units. © 1987 Academic Press, Inc.

What is the internal structure of a word like grist? It has five phonemes, and it has one syllable. The five phonemes are not indistinguishable equal contributors to the word’s internal composition; they are grouped into the constituents of syllable structure. The vowel is called the nucleus of the syllable, and, as the name suggests, it is the most important component, in that it is the only one which cannot be dispensed with. What precedes the vowel is called the onset. The vowel and what follows it are grouped by many linguists (e.g., Fudge, 1969; Halle & Vergnaud, 1980) into a constituent called the rime, which in its turn has the constituents of a peak (the vowel) and a coda (what follows it); other linguists (e.g., Clements & Keyser, 1983) consider the syllable to have only the three equal internal components of onset, nucleus, and coda.

There is no linguistic controversy about the status of the onset; it is whatever precedes the vocalic nucleus. In English, syllabic onsets can be null, or they can consist of one, two, or three consonants (ice, lice, slice, splice). Psychological evidence suggests that in speech production, syllabic onsets function as units. MacKay (1972) analyzed spontaneous speech errors and found that errors in which onsets exchanged with onsets, or in which blends of two words preserved the onset of one of the source words intact, were far more frequent than exchanges or blends in which cluster onsets were divided. Claxton (1974) asked subjects to produce words beginning with specified single consonants, consonant pairs, or consonant-vowel sequences; the mean production time for the single consonant and cluster onsets was not significantly different, but the onsets led to significantly faster word productions than onset-vowel sequences. Treiman (1983) found that novel word games which preserved syllabic onsets were easier to learn than games which divided cluster onsets (in fact, evidence from actual word games
such as pig latin shows that these, too, usually preserve onsets—Hockett, 1967).

Whether syllabic onsets can also function as units at some level of the process of speech perception is less clear. Some indirect evidence is provided by the frequently reported finding that children have difficulty in segmenting initial clusters into their constituent phonemes (Barton, Miller, & Macken, 1980; Kornfeld, 1978; Treiman, 1980). But children also have difficulty in segmenting syllables into phonemes (Liberman, Shankweiler, Fischer & Carter, 1974), whereas literate adults do not; thus speech perception data from preliterate children are not necessarily relevant to questions of speech perception in literate adults. The most relevant evidence from adult speech perception is provided by the phoneme-monitoring task, in which listeners' detection time for (usually word-initial) phoneme targets is measured. Studies using this task have repeatedly found that detection time for word-initial phoneme targets is longer if the phoneme is part of a syllable-initial cluster than if it constitutes a single-phoneme onset. Typically, it takes longer to detect /b/ in brand or bland than in band, and longer to detect /s/ in street or sweet than in seat. This finding has been reported by, among others, Foss and Gernsbacher (1983) and Cutler, Mehler, Norris, and Segui (1987), and it has been explicitly investigated by Treiman, Salasoo, Slowiaczek, and Pisoni (1982). Treiman et al. found that the inhibition of phoneme detection when the phoneme occurred in a cluster held across a range of fricatives, voiced stops, and voiceless stops. They argued that "sequences of syllable-initial consonants form a coherent perceptual unit, the syllable onset" (p. 77), and that the lengthened detection times for phonemes in clusters were caused by the need for further segmentation of the onset into its constituent phonemes.

However, there is an alternative explanation of this consistent finding. Consonants could be in some sense easier to detach from following vowels than they are from following consonants. This suggestion is an extension of a hypothesis proposed by Cutler et al. (1986). Cutler et al. found that detection times for word-initial syllables were, for English listeners at least, consistently faster in words beginning CV.CV than in words beginning CV.CC; they suggested that this result might simply reflect the implementation of a phoneme-by-phoneme segmentation strategy combined with intrinsically easier segmentability of alternating sequences of consonants and vowels. Extension of this argument to syllabic onset sequences suggests that faster detection time for prevocalic than for pre-consonantal consonant targets arises from intrinsic advantages of acoustic distinctiveness; by implication, then, the detection time difference does not speak to the question of whether the syllabic onset functions as a coherent unit.

It is difficult to construct a direct empirical test which will distinguish between these explanations. The acoustic distinctiveness explanation predicts that there will never be a response time advantage for cluster onsets over single-phoneme onsets; so demonstration of a response time advantage for cluster onsets under appropriate conditions should favor the unitary onset hypothesis over its rivals. However, one cannot simply measure detection time for cluster onsets and compare this with detection time for single-phoneme onsets, because target size itself exercises a substantial effect on monitoring latency (McNeill & Lindig, 1973). A slightly less direct test, though, suggests itself via the observation that phoneme-monitoring targets are customarily specified for subjects in the form of a word model. Moreover, these models have usually had single-phoneme onsets. For instance, a typical target specification might be "/b/ as in boy." Suppose that it were possible to set up expectations about syllabic onsets by manipulation of this model. If such is the case, subjects in previous experiments
have perhaps been led to expect single-phoneme onsets. However, if subjects were led instead to expect a cluster onset, they might actually detect targets faster in a cluster onset than in a single-phoneme onset. That is, targets on words like band would be responded to faster when the /b/ target is modeled with a single-phoneme onset than when it is modeled with any cluster onset; but targets on words like bland would be responded to faster when the /b/ target is modeled with a /bl/ onset rather than either a /b/ or a /br/ onset; and targets on words like brand would be responded to faster when the /b/ target is modeled with a /br/ onset rather than either a /b/ or a /bl/ onset. This result would suggest that in previous experiments, the single-phoneme advantage may have been due to the models that were used. Nevertheless, the existence of a matching effect would in itself be consistent with the hypothesis that syllabic onsets can function as integral units. However, it is not the result that would be predicted by the hypothesis that consonant-vowel sequences are intrinsically easier to segment than consonant clusters. This latter hypothesis holds that phoneme detection advantages with single-phoneme onsets are due to purely acoustic factors; these are constant across conditions, and should be unaffected by the model which is provided for the phoneme target. This hypothesis clearly predicts persistence of the single-phoneme advantage—responses to targets on words like band should always be faster than responses to targets on words like bland or brand.

In Experiment 1, below, we presented listeners with standard phoneme-monitoring materials, in which some of the target-bearing words began with single-phoneme onsets while others began with clusters. The design kept variation across conditions to a minimum. All listeners heard exactly the same sentence materials, and all performed the same phoneme detection task on each sentence. The only difference between groups of subjects was in the models which were presented for the various phoneme targets. Each group had one of the three phoneme targets modeled with a single-phoneme onset and the other two targets modeled with cluster onsets.

The onset integrity hypothesis predicts a "matching model" effect; the intrinsic segmentability hypothesis predicts no such effect, but an advantage for single-phoneme onsets. A matching model effect and no single-phoneme advantage would therefore allow us to reject the intrinsic segmentability explanation, whereas no matching model effect would allow us to reject the onset integrity explanation.

**EXPERIMENT 1**

**Materials**

The target phonemes used were /p/, /b/, and /g/. They were chosen from the class of stop consonants because each can occur at the beginning of English words followed (1) by a vowel, i.e., as a single-phoneme onset; (2) by /l/ to form a Cl consonant cluster onset; and (3) by /r/ to form a Cr consonant cluster onset.

Fifty-four monosyllabic words were chosen, of which 18 began with each of the three target phonemes. Within each set of 18, six began with a consonant-vowel onset, six with a cluster of which the second member was /r/, and six with a cluster of which the second member was /l/. Within each set of six, two were nouns, two verbs and two adjectives.

A sentence was constructed for each of the 54 target words. The words occurred in varying positions in their respective sentences, but were always preceded by at least 4 words and followed by at least 1 word.

An additional 18 filler sentences were included to increase the variability of the items: 10 contained no match for the target specified, and 8 included a target-bearing word within the first 3 words of the sentence, or as the final word of the sentence.
Three alternative models were constructed for each of the three stop consonant targets. One model for each target was a word with a single-consonant onset, one was a word beginning with an /r/ cluster, and the third a word beginning with an /l/ cluster. Each set of three models was semantically coherent, in order to avoid drawing particular attention to the models. Thus one subject group heard “/p/ as in pink,” “/b/ as in blue,” and “/g/ as in green”; a second heard “/p/ as in proud,” “/b/ as in brave,” and “/g/ as in good”; and the third heard “/p/ as in plate,” “/b/ as in bowl,” and “/g/ as in glass.” Type of onset in the models was, therefore, not perfectly counterbalanced across subject groups, but perfect counterbalancing proved impossible to achieve if each subject group was to have a semantically coherent set of reasonably high-frequency models.

One recording order was prepared for the sentences, with test and filler sentences in pseudo-random order. No successive sentences appeared to be related. The sentences were read at a normal rate by a male native speaker of British English. The nine target models were also recorded, as was a short set of practice sentences.

All recorded materials were digitized, and three tapes constructed, each with the same sentences in the same order; the tapes differed only with respect to which set of target models occurred. Each sentence was preceded by its appropriate target specification. Using digital waveform editing techniques, a timing signal on the second channel of the tape, inaudible to the subject, started the clock of a PDP11/23 computer. Timing stopped when the subject pressed the response key.

A yes–no recognition test of 20 sentences was administered at the end of the experiment. Half of the test items had actually been presented; the remainder were constructed from fragments of sentences which had occurred.

Results

The mean score on the recognition test was 79.5%, from which we concluded that the subjects had indeed attended to sentence content.

Responses shorter than 150 ms or longer than 1500 ms were discarded (data omitted for this reason, or because the subject failed to respond, comprised 3.5% of all responses).

Separate analyses of variance were conducted with subjects and with items as random factor. The crucial comparison is the interaction of target word onset with model onset. This interaction cannot be examined directly in the subjects analysis, because of the imperfect counterbalancing

Subjects

Subjects were 70 members of the Applied Psychology Unit panel of volunteers from the Cambridge area, aged 18–50 years, with good hearing, who were paid an honorarium for participating. Twenty-one subjects were tested in each tape condition. Data from 6 subjects who scored 60% or below on the comprehension test, and from 1 subject who failed to take the comprehension test, were not analyzed.

Procedure

The materials were presented to each subject binaurally over headphones. Written instructions asked subjects to listen to the sentences as they would in a conversation and told them that there would be a comprehension test at the end. They were instructed to “listen for a word . . . beginning with a certain sound” according to the target specified in the model shortly before each sentence, and to press the response key as soon as they heard the target sound. They were warned that not all sentences contained the target sound. At the beginning of each target word the timing signal on the other channel of the tape, inaudible to the subject, started the clock of a PDP11/23 computer. Timing stopped when the subject pressed the response key.

A yes–no recognition test of 20 sentences was administered at the end of the experiment. Half of the test items had actually been presented; the remainder were constructed from fragments of sentences which had occurred.

RESULTS

The mean score on the recognition test was 79.5%, from which we concluded that the subjects had indeed attended to sentence content.

Responses shorter than 150 ms or longer than 1500 ms were discarded (data omitted for this reason, or because the subject failed to respond, comprised 3.5% of all responses).

Separate analyses of variance were conducted with subjects and with items as random factor. The crucial comparison is the interaction of target word onset with model onset. This interaction cannot be examined directly in the subjects analysis, because of the imperfect counterbalanced
of model onset across tapes, but it can be
examined directly in the items analysis.

The relevant means from the items analysis are shown in Table 1. As can be seen, the interaction of the effects of target word onset and model onset is precisely as predicted by the onset integrity hypothesis. For each target word onset, the fastest response times are achieved when the model has the same onset. The interaction of target word onset and model onset was significant \(F_2(4,45) = 5.56, p < .001\).

Newman–Keuls analyses showed that for each target word onset the matching model produced faster responses than each nonmatching model (significant at the .05 level), except that for Cr onsets the 9-ms advantage for Cr over Cl models was not significant.

Neither the main effect of target word onset \(F_2(2,45) = 1.11\) nor the main effect of model onset \((F < 1)\) was significant. The only other effect to reach significance was the main effect of target phoneme \(F_2(2,45) = 5.4, p < .01\). Its source was that responses to /\(g/\) were slower than responses to either /\(b/\) or /\(p/\).

In the subjects analysis, the main effect of subject groups was not significant, and it did not interact with the effect of target word onset or the effect of target phoneme. The main effect of target phoneme was again significant \(F_1(2,120) = 43.75, p < .001\) as was, in this analysis, the main effect of target word onset \(F_1(2,120) = 10.15, p < .001\). Its source was that words beginning with Cr clusters were responded to slower (383 ms) than the other two word types (365 and 364 ms, respectively). The crucial comparison can be assessed in this analysis via the three-way interaction of subject groups with target word onset and target phoneme. This was significant \(F_1(8,240) = 2.55, p < .01\).

For each phoneme and each onset type, the fastest responses should have been produced by that subject group which had the matching model onset. This was indeed the case in 16 of the 18 such comparisons (for singlephoneme onsets with /\(g/\), subjects who had the model “good” were 5 ms slower than subjects who had the model “green,” and for Cr onsets with /\(p/\), subjects who had the model “proud” were 3 ms slower than subjects who had the model “plate”). The mean advantage for matching model over nonmatching model was 21 ms (24 ms across the 16 positive comparisons).

Finally, this matching versus nonmatching model effect can be tested directly if we ignore the effects of target phoneme and of model word onset and simply collapse across the matching and nonmatching responses, respectively. The 21-ms difference is significant in both such analyses \(F_1(1,60) = 29.51, p < .001; F_2(1,45) = 19.78, p < .001; \text{min } F'(1,94) = 11.84, p < .001\).

Subjects’ errors (missed responses) were also inspected. As can be seen from Table 2, although there were few errors, the data were in line with the reaction time data. For each target word onset, the fewest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target word onset</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Cl</th>
<th>(\bar{x})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\bar{x})</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>367</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
errors were made when the model had the same onset.

Discussion

As predicted by the onset integrity hypothesis, Experiment 1 showed a significant "matching model" effect. Contrary to the prediction of the intrinsic segmentability hypothesis, there was no sign of an overall advantage for words with single-phoneme onsets. Targets on words with single-phoneme onsets were responded to fastest when the target had been modeled with a single-phoneme onset; targets on words beginning with Cr were responded to fastest when the target had been modeled with Cr; and targets on words beginning with Cl were responded to fastest when the target had been modeled with Cl. Although all subjects heard the same set of materials, and all performed the same single-phoneme detection task, the model apparently set up expectations about syllabic onsets and led to faster responses when the target-bearing words confirmed these expectations than when they did not.

We are therefore in a position to reject the simple acoustically based explanation of phoneme detection time advantages in single-phoneme onsets. In this experiment there was no overall single-phoneme onset advantage of this kind. In contrast, single-phoneme onsets were only associated with faster responses when the target had been modeled with a single-phoneme onset. This suggests that, at least for stop consonants, there is no intrinsic difference in segmentability for initial consonants followed by vowels versus initial consonants followed by consonants (in this case, glides).

Of course, the acoustic-phonetic characteristics of stops do differ in these two types of environment. However, the differences cannot support the three-way distinction between C, Cr, and Cl onsets reflected in our subjects' responses. Take, for instance, voice onset time variation. Klatt (1975) computed average VOT values for stops in single-phoneme and cluster onsets. For [p], the mean values he found were 47 ms in C onsets, 59 ms in Cr onsets, and 61 ms in Cl onsets; for [b], 11, 14, and 13 ms, respectively; and for [g], 27, 35, and 26 ms, respectively. Thus for [p], VOT in Cr and Cl onsets is virtually identical, although both differ from C onsets. The mean response times of Experiment 1 show a quite different pattern: mean response times for [p] words were almost identical for C and Cl onsets (345 and 347 ms, respectively), while both differed from Cr onsets (384 ms). For [b], mean response times to C onsets (339 ms) and Cl onsets (343 ms) were alike, and different from mean response time to Cr onsets (382 msec)—again, completely unlike the VOT pattern. For [g], mean response times did not differ greatly between the three onsets (C: 409 ms; Cr: 384 ms; Cl: 402 ms), whereas the VOT values varied much more than they did for the other voiced stop in question, [b]. We would argue that the matching model effect is not driven by acoustic-phonetic similarity, but instead reflects subjects' expectations at a more abstract level.

However, while the matching model effect suggests that the models influenced subjects' expectations, the expectations may not have been specifically about syllable structure. That is, the matching model effect may be just as easy to invoke with, say, onset-plus-nucleus combinations. There is much evidence of various matching effects in monitoring tasks. For instance, McNeill and Lindig (1973) found that response times were facilitated when the type of target (e.g., phoneme, syllable, word) matched the type of stimulus material—words were detected fastest in lists of words, syllables in lists of syllables, and so on. Healy and Cutting (1976) found that a match between the level of the target and the level of the response item facilitated detection even when the stimulus lists were heterogeneous. Mills (1980a) found that acoustic identity of target and response item speeded syllable-monitoring responses.
Four experiments specifically investigated the role of the following vowel in the processing of initial consonants. Wood and Day (1975) found that subjects who were asked to classify CV stimuli on the basis of either the consonant or the vowel were unable to ignore variation in the dimension irrelevant to the classification task. Shand (1976) showed that variation in the second syllable of CVCV stimuli had a similar effect. Swinney and Prather (1980) found that subjects monitoring for the target /b/ in lists of nonsense syllables responded faster when the vocalic nuclei of the syllables were relatively homogeneous than when they were very variable. This effect held even when the subjects were explicitly told that several different vowels would occur in the stimulus items. Finally, in the nearest analog to our target model effect, Mills (1980b) investigated phoneme monitoring in lists of syllables as a function of the target specification, which was also a CV syllable. Although subjects were instructed to ignore the vowel in the target specification, they apparently could not; when the target was given as /be/, for example, subjects were faster detecting /b/ in /be/ than in /bo/.

These results suggest that subjects in our Experiment 1 may have constructed specific expectations about the acoustic form of the response items rather than the abstract structural expectations which the onset integrity hypothesis implies. However, results with lists of short, isolated syllables are not directly relevant to the processing of continuous speech. In our experiment subjects had to segment the signal in order to ensure that the target phoneme been detected in the correct word-initial position. By stipulating a minimum level of performance on the subsequent recognition test, we ensured that subjects were processing the content of the stimuli as they were listening for the phoneme target. Thus our subjects undertook a much more complex task than Mills’ or Swinney and Prather’s subjects, and they were presumably less likely to be able to retain an acoustic representation of the target specification than subjects in the simpler experiments.

In order to establish whether or not the matching model effect on phoneme detection in continuous speech is specific to syllabic onsets, we next investigated the effect of following context on detection of stops in single-phoneme onsets; the experiment was thus similar to Mills’ study with isolated syllables. As in the preceding experiment, each phoneme target had alternative models; but the models in this case each had the same onset. All the rest of the model word differed. For instance, the two models for /b/ were “/b/ as in Ben” and “/b/ as in Billy.” The response items varied in the degree to which they overlapped with the model—in the initial (target) phoneme only, in the initial consonant and its following vowel, or in the whole initial (CVC) syllable.

**Experiment 2**

**Materials**

Four target phonemes were chosen for this experiment: the three used in Experiment 1 plus /t/. Two target models were chosen for each phoneme; these were all proper names: Pam and Polly, Ben and Billy, Gus and Gary, Tim and Terry. Eight words beginning with each phoneme were chosen. Of these, two began with the same three phonemes as each of the models, while a further two began with the same two phonemes as each of the models. For example for /t/ the words were timid, timber, terror, terrace, tickle, tissue, tepid, and testing. Thus a subject who heard “/t/ as in Tim” would respond to two target-bearing words matching the model on three phonemes (timid and timber), two matching it on two phonemes (tickle and tissue), and four in which only the target phoneme itself matched, i.e., the match to the model was one phoneme (terror, terrace, tepid, and testing). A sentence was
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constructed for each word. As in Experiment 1, the response item was always preceded in its sentence by at least four words and followed by at least one word.

The sentences, a set of practice sentences, and the target specifications were recorded and digitized as in Experiment 1. Two tapes were prepared, each containing all 32 experimental sentences, the 8 practice sentences and 16 filler sentences. (Of these, 8 had no occurrence of the specified target, and 8 had targets occurring within the first three words of the sentence, or sentence-finally.) For one tape, the target models were “/p/ as in Polly”; “/b/ as in Ben”; “/g/ as in Gary”; and “/t/ as in Tim.” The other tape used the other four models. Target specifications and timing signals were placed as in Experiment 1.

Subjects

Fifty-four members of the same subject population as in Experiment 1 took part and were paid for participating. The data from 4 subjects who scored 60% or below on the comprehension test were discarded. Of the remaining subjects, 25 heard each tape.

Procedure

The procedure was as in Experiment 1. Testing was carried out by the same experimenters and in the same room with the same equipment.

Results

The mean recognition test score was 81.8%, indicating that again subjects were attending to sentence content.

Responses shorter than 150 ms or longer than 1500 ms were discarded (data omitted for this reason, or because the subject failed to respond, comprised 1.8% of all responses).

The items were divided into two groups — those which matched one or other model on three phonemes, and those which matched one or other model on two phonemes. Thus for the /t/ words, timid, timber, terror, and terrace were classified as three-phoneme matches (with “Tim” and “Terry,” respectively), while tickle, tissue, tepid, and testing were two-phoneme matches (with the same models). Subjects who had heard the model “Tim,” for example, thus had heard two words from the first group which fully matched the model while the other two matched it only on the initial phoneme, and two words from the second group which matched the model on two phonemes, while the other two words matched it only on the initial phoneme. The same was true of subjects who had heard the model “Terry.” This division therefore allowed perfectly counterbalanced analyses to be conducted across both subjects and items, with target type (three-phoneme match versus two-phoneme match) and matching level (high versus low, where low was a match on initial phoneme only) as two-level factors.

The only effect to reach significance in either analysis was the effect of target phoneme; again, responses to words beginning with /g/ were longest. Responses to words beginning with /t/ or /p/ were intermediate, and responses to words beginning with /b/ were shortest.

The mean recognition test score was 81.8%, indicating that again subjects were attending to sentence content.

Responses shorter than 150 ms or longer than 1500 ms were discarded (data omitted for this reason, or because the subject failed to respond, comprised 1.8% of all responses).

The items were divided into two groups — those which matched one or other model on three phonemes, and those which matched one or other model on two phonemes. Thus for the /t/ words, timid, timber, terror, and terrace were classified as three-phoneme matches (with “Tim” and “Terry,” respectively), while tickle, tissue, tepid, and testing were two-phoneme matches (with the same models). Subjects who had heard the model “Tim,” for example, thus had heard two words from the first group which fully matched the model while the other two matched it only on the initial phoneme, and two words from the second group which matched the model on two phonemes, while the other two words matched it only on the initial phoneme. The same was true of subjects who had heard the model “Terry.” This division therefore allowed perfectly counterbalanced analyses to be conducted across both subjects and items, with target type (three-phoneme match versus two-phoneme match) and matching level (high versus low, where low was a match on initial phoneme only) as two-level factors.

The only effect to reach significance in either analysis was the effect of target phoneme; again, responses to words beginning with /g/ were longest. Responses to words beginning with /t/ or /p/ were intermediate, and responses to words beginning with /b/ were shortest.

The only effect to reach significance in either analysis was the effect of target phoneme; again, responses to words beginning with /g/ were longest. Responses to words beginning with /t/ or /p/ were intermediate, and responses to words beginning with /b/ were shortest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target type</th>
<th>Level of match to model</th>
<th>Level of match to model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Three phoneme</td>
<td>High 382</td>
<td>Low 380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two phoneme</td>
<td>High 381</td>
<td>Low 384</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with /b/ were fastest ($F_3(3,144) = 12.47, p < .001$; $F_2(3,24) = 3.26, p < .05$). No other main effect or interaction reached significance.

The very small set of missing data was also inspected. Where the model matched the target word on three phonemes, subjects missed the target on 6 occasions (of 400, i.e., 1.5%); where the model matched the target on two phonemes, the target was missed on 8 occasions (2%); where the model matched the target on only the initial phoneme, the target was missed on 15 occasions (of 800, i.e., 1.87%).

**Discussion**

The high-level matches between model and response word produced no faster responses than the low-level matches. We have therefore failed to replicate the matching model effect found in Experiment 1 with syllabic onsets. Thus the matching model effect must not be the same as the acoustic match effects demonstrated by Mills (1980b) and Swinney and Prather (1980) in lists of isolated and acoustically simple syllables.

The repeated finding that responses to [g] targets were longer than responses to [b], [p], or [t] is, nevertheless, likely to reflect acoustic factors. Second- and third-formant transitions are more variable across following contexts in velar stops than in bilabial or alveolar stops (Fant, 1969; Gay, 1979; Lehiste & Peterson, 1961). Note that if there were an acoustic match effect operating in Experiment 2, it might be expected to be most obvious where acoustic variability in the realization of a given phoneme is greatest; that is, [g] words might be more likely to show an effect than [p], [b], or [t] words. In fact, [g] words showed the least trace of a matching model effect, with mean response times of 404 ms when the model matched, 402 ms when it did not.

We claim that the matching model effect operates at a more abstract level than previous acoustically based effects. Experiment 2 suggests that at this more abstract level it does not matter what vowel follows the target. Variation in quality of the following vowel makes a difference at the acoustic level, but not at a phonemic level. The results of Experiment 1, however, suggest that it does matter at this level whether an initial phoneme is part of a cluster or constitutes a syllabic onset by itself. That is, syllable structure is relevant at this relatively abstract level of representation. The matching model effect in the specification of phoneme targets is specific to syllabic onsets.

Since this argument rests upon the presence of an effect in Experiment 1 but the absence of an effect in Experiment 2, however, it is important to compare the two experiments. First, note that the power of Experiment 2 is no weaker than that of Experiment 1 (400 individual responses contribute to each cell of Table 3, compared with 378 per cell in Table 1). Second, response times in Experiment 1 (overall mean 367 ms), in which there was a significant effect, were not slower than those in Experiment 2 (overall mean 382 ms), in which there was no effect. Third, we can statistically compare the magnitude of the effect in the two experiments. In Experiment 1, collapsing across the cases in which the target did not match the model (e.g., responses to C-onset and Cr-onset words when the subject had heard a Cl-onset target) produced a two-level factor of matching versus nonmatching model. Mean response time when the target did match the model was 356 ms, mean response time when the target did not match the model was 377 ms. (These numbers are the mean of the three matching cells on the diagonal of Table 1 and the mean of the remaining six cells of Table 1, respectively.) This difference can be compared with that found in Experiment 2, in which mean response time when the target did match the model was 381 ms and mean response time when the target did not match the model was 382 ms. (These numbers are the column means...
of Table 3.) A test for homogeneity of variance showed that the error variances in the two experiments were not significantly different \(F(24,45) = 1.65\). This allowed the computation of a \(t\) statistic derived from the size of each matching effect taking into account its standard error. This was significant \((t(69) = 2.52, p < .02)\), indicating that the magnitude of the difference between matching and nonmatching models was reliably larger in Experiment 1 than in Experiment 2. An analysis of variance with experiments and the two-level matching factor as the only independent variables similarly showed that the interaction between these two variables was significant \(F_2(1,84) = 6.74, p < .015)\).

**General Discussion**

The phoneme-monitoring task is aptly named. Successful detection of a sound such as /b/ in words as diverse as barn, beat, brevity, bludgeon, and balloon requires a relatively abstract representation of the target, one which will be impervious to variations in closure duration, burst amplitude, and formant transitions which may render the acoustic form representing /b/ in one word quite different from the acoustic form of /b/ in another word. Experimenters using phoneme monitoring have long known this, and have presented target specifications in a constant form despite considerable variation across response items. Moreover, the target specification typically emphasizes the need to abstract away from acoustic form by first specifying the target in a relatively neutral form, i.e., followed by a schwa, and then modeling it on a particular word. Indeed, although phoneme targets are customarily spoken with a schwa before being modeled on a word, response items in which the target is followed by a schwa—i.e., response items beginning with unstressed syllables—elicit slower responses than those in which the target is followed by a full vowel. This effect of stress is robust and has been found in many experiments. An examination of item means for the sentences used by Cutler and Foss (1977) shows that targets followed by schwa were detected on average 89 ms slower than other targets, both when the target-bearing word was accented and when it was not accented.

Mills' (1980b) finding suggests, it is true, that when response lists are short and composed solely of CV syllables, subjects may retain an acoustic representation of the target specification. The results of our second experiment, however, show that subjects do not retain acoustic impressions while listening to continuous meaningful speech.

There is, of course, no reason why they should. The task of speech understanding does not require retention of acoustic form. In contrast, efficient understanding puts a premium on rapid conversion of acoustic form into higher level representations. Listeners must learn to abstract away from irrelevant acoustic variations due to individual speaker characteristics, and seek instead the more abstract underlying forms.

Moreover, such abstract representations, not least among them a representation of syllable structure, are often required in everyday language processing. Production or recognition of rhyme depends on an appreciation of syllable structure—two words rhyme when they share all segments which follow the onset of the stressed syllable. Rhyme is not the only poetic form dependent upon syllable structure—medieval poetry made extensive use of assonance (in which syllabic nuclei are matched) and alliteration (in which onsets are matched). Alliteration as a poetic form may now be called upon principally by creators of brand names and advertising slogans; but its effectiveness in such uses presumably rests upon listeners' ability to notice and appreciate it, or to use it in recall. Finally, language games such as pig latin also demonstrate exploitation of our knowledge of syllable structure.

This level of representation is apparently not susceptible to simple form priming.
Slowiaczek and Pisoni (1986) failed to find facilitation of auditory lexical decision responses when the target word was preceded by another word which shared one or more phonemes with the target. (Although Slowiaczek & Pisoni's prime-target pairs sometimes shared onset, and sometimes onset and nucleus, the authors do not report these two types of overlap separately.) Compare these results with the facilitation found by Slowiaczek, Nusbaum, and Pisoni (1987), who required subjects to identify words in noise. Under these conditions, words were more accurately reported when they were preceded by other words having one or more phonemes in common with them. That is, when acoustic information is exiguous, hints help. When acoustic information is adequate, however, words are rapidly translated into a more abstract representation without reference to similar decisions about neighboring words.

This, too, makes sense in the context of normal speech recognition. Acoustic forms are highly context dependent: for example, a given stretch of speech might represent /p/ before one vowel, /k/ before another. Thus direct priming of the translation from acoustic form to higher level representation might be rather risky, in that it could often mislead. On the other hand, when the acoustic information is insufficient for certain identification, recent translation decisions could set up a response bias.

This brings us, finally, to consideration of the precise mechanism by which the matching model effect operates. We see three possibilities. First, the abstract representation of the phonemic target could itself be affected by the model, so that “/b/ as in bowl” leads to the formation of a different target representation from, say, “/b/ as in blue.” This suggestion seems to us incompatible with the low error rate in Experiment 1 (Table 2 shows that the highest error rate in any condition was 5.3%), since if the target representation only imperfectly matches two-thirds of the response items, a high error rate should be expected. Second, the matching model effect might be due to priming not of the translation from acoustic form, but of the assignment of syllabic structure. Third, the effect might be due to postdecision response bias of some kind. Our results do not allow us to distinguish unequivocally between these latter possibilities. However, if the assignment of syllabic structure can indeed be primed, it should be possible to demonstrate such priming in any task in which responses require a representation of syllable structure, such as, for instance, the language games studied by Treiman (1983).

What is clear is that the effect is not a simple acoustic match, but takes place at an abstract level at which syllabic structure is also relevant. It is also clear that the previously found phoneme-monitoring response advantage for targets in single-phoneme onsets is not due, as suggested by Treiman et al. (1982), to the extra time necessary for subdivision of a cluster onset into its constituent phonemes; nor is it due to intrinsically easier perception of consonants in vocalic as opposed to consonantal environments, since in either case it should have appeared irrespective of model. The fact that the models do exercise differential effects can only be explained in terms of the perceptual integrity of syllabic onsets at some level of language processing; and it certainly provides further evidence in favor of the claim put forward by Treiman and her colleagues, that syllabic structure is psychologically real.

**Appendix**

**Target-Bearing Words and Example Sentences**

Experiment 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>back, bike,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boast, bind,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bold, best,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bridge, brand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>break, bring,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broad, brash,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blend, blot,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bleed, blow,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bleak, blank;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>games, goose,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gain, gulp,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gallant, gold,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grid, gross,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>greeted, grasp,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave, grand,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glut, glee, glance, glazing, glib, glad; pork, post, pawn, perching, pale, pert, prize, prank, print, prove.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
prim, prone, pledge, plight, pleased, plunge, plumper, plain

Experiment 2

Example sentences

The young chess champion showed no tendency to boast about his achievements. The local firm’s estimate for the glazing job was beaten by a London company. It was announced at the fair that a special prize would be awarded for the most well-stocked stall.

Example sentences

The demonstrators tried to give a pamphlet to each worker entering the factory. When the salesman had nearly finished packing his bags, he realised that he’d forgotten his shaving kit. Despite his doctor’s opinion, the man doubted that his posture caused his backache.
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